This work considers the identification of the avail able whitespace, i.e., the regions that do not contain any existing transmitter within a given geographical area. To this end, n sensors are deployed at random locations within the area. These sensors detect for the presence of a transmitter within their radio range r s using a binary sensing model, and their individual decisions are combined to estimate the available whitespace.
I. INTRODUCTION
Whitespace identification, or determining the regions within a given geographical area of interest that do not contain any transmitter, is useful in several applications [1] - [3] . Knowl edge of each transmitter ' s range together with whitespace information ascertains whether or not a given point is covered, i. e. , whether or not it is within the transmission range of at least one transmitter, which is useful to service providers for finding dead-zones or the coverage holes in their service area. For cognitive radio (CR) networks, knowledge of the available whitespace is crucial for effective spatial spectral utilization by CRs and in order to ensure that the CR nodes do not cause harmful interference to the licensed/primary receivers.
In the recent literature, various approaches for whitespace identification have been considered. One approach uses the receive signal strength (RSS) measurements obtained from the sensors to estimate the number of transmitters and their powers by minimizing the sum of the MSE in the location and power estimates [4] . The problem of localizing a transmitter using binary observations instead of using analog RSS measurements has also been considered [5] - [8] .
Whitespace identification is similar to target tracking prob lem where one or more targets are tracked with the help of multiple sensors (see [9] for a comprehensive review of the literature). More specifically, the problem of target tracking under the binary sensing model, where each sensor produces a single bit of output, which is 1 when one or more targets are in its sensing range and 0 otherwise, has been studied both theoretically [9] - [15] and experimentally [16] . However, 978-1-4799-3635-9/14/$31.00 ©2014 IEEE to the best of our knowledge, there have been no studies in the literature on the limiting behavior of whitespace recovery methods as the number of sensors deployed is increased. Of particular interest are questions related to the optimal scaling of the radio range of the sensors to achieve the minimum whitespace recovery error, the resulting recovery performance, the optimum spatial distribution of sensors, etc.
In this paper, we consider a scenario where n sensors are deployed uniformly at random locations in a given ge ographical area for whitespace identification. For simplicity, and without loss of generality, we consider the unit interval L � [0, 1] as the area of interest. We assume a binary sensing model, where the sensors detect the presence or absence of a transmitter within a distance r s (called the radio range) from their location. The sensors return a reading of 1 if there is at least one transmitter in their vicinity, and return ° otherwise. The total whitespace recovered is determined as the union of the 2r s-Iength areas around the sensors that return 0.
Under this setup, our contributions are: 1) Assuming that there are fixed number of transmitters (possibly unknown) that are arbitrarily located on L, we show that both the whitespace recovery error (loss), i. e. , the fraction of the available whitespace that is not recovered by the n sensors, and the radio range r s both optimally scale as log(n)jn as n gets large.
2) The problem of determining the number of active trans mitters and their locations is also solved with the sum absolute error in transmitter localization as the metric. We derive the optimum radio range as well as the min imum separation between transmitters that guarantees that the localization error is below a threshold with high probability. All of our results extend directly to 2-dimensional re gions, with the optimal transmitter localization error being the square-root of its counterpart in the one-dimensional case.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a unit length segment L, wherein M trans mittersl are arbitrarily located. We note that M is fixed but possibly unknown, and does not depend on the number of sensors n. We assume that n sensors are deployed uniformly at random locations on L. Each sensor has radio range r s (n), i. e. , it can detect the presence of any transmitter that is at most I In the sequel, we will interchangeably use the phrases "transmitters" and "primary transmitters" to refer to the transmitters whose locations and transmission footprints we wish to determine. r s (n) distance away, as in [9] - [ 16] . Each sensor returns one of two possible readings b = {O, I} , b = 1 if there is at least one transmitter at a distance of r s (n) from it, and b = 0 otherwise.
The sensor readings are combined at a fusion center to find the region Avoid of 12 that is guaranteed not to contain any transmitter. Now, if Xl, X2, ' .. , xn, are the sensor locations in 12 and bl, b2, ... , bn, are the corresponding sensor readings, then n Avoid = U(Ibi)[min(xi -rs,O),max(xi + rs, 1)]. (1) i=l Let £(A) = J XEA dx denote the length of a region denoted by A. Similarly, in the 2-dimensional case, we define £(A) = J (X , Y) EA dxdy, i. e. , it represents the area of the region denoted by A. We schematically illustrate the system model for the 2dimensional case in Fig. 1 .
We define the recovered whitespace Avoid = £(Avoid) as the length of the region where no transmitter is located. Note that, since the transmitters are located at distinct points that occupy no area, we would expect that, as n -+ 00, the transmitters are perfectly localized, and, Avoid -+ 1. Hence, we want to find the minimum E( n) and the corresponding optimum radio range r s (n) that guarantees that P ( (1 -Avoid) ::; E (n)) = 1.
Formally, we want to solve arg min E(n) subject to lim P((I -Avoid) ::; E(n)) = l. Ts (n ) n--+oo ( 2) The probability in (2) is evaluated over the distribution of the sensor locations, with the unknown transmitter locations assumed to be fixed but arbitrary. This metric essentially captures the scaling of the relative loss in recovering the whitespace, with increasing n, as a function of r s (n). So, there are two problems to solve, i) finding the minimum scaling of the error E(n), and ii) finding the optimal radio range rs(n), both as a function of n.
We note that, in addition to finding the available whitespace, i. e. , in addition to solving (2), we may also wish to find the number of transmitters and their locations, which is typically a harder problem. Under the binary sensing model, we dis cuss how to determine the number of transmitters and their locations in Sec. V.
The next section presents fundamental bounds on the whitespace recovery error and the corresponding optimal radio range, asymptotically in n, when the sensors are perfectly reliable.
III. RELIABLE SENSORS
We first present a lower bound on the error E*(n),
, t en limn--+oo P ((1 -Avoi d) ::; E( n)) ::; c, where C < 1 is a constant independent of n. To derive the lower bound, we will use the following result from the coverage problem [17] . ;;�� n -+ 0 as n -+ 00, where a point is said to be covered if there is a sensor in a radius r( n) around it. Theorem 1: For the whites pace recovery problem in a 1dimensional unit-length region, if limn--+oo 7o�2 = 0 or n limn--+oo ��ir:;l = 0, then P ((1 -Avoid) ::; E( n)) < 1 as n n -+ 00.
Proof In order to establish the lower bound, it is sufficient to consider the case of a single transmitter, i. e. , M = 1, since the error 1 -Avoid can only be higher for M > 1. However, we will show that the lower bound is tight in Theorem 3. Then, for (1 -Avoid) ::; E (n) to hold, we need either (i) with E( n) < r s (n), at least one sensor in both intervals [x-rs(n),x-rs(n)+E�)] and [x + rs(n) -E�),x+rs(n)], where sensors in both the intervals give reading 1, we call this event A, or (ii) at least one sensor in the following four intervals, �x -rs(n), x] ,[x, x + rs(n)] , l x -rs(n) -E�), X -rs(n)] , [x + rs(n), x + rs(n) + E�)], we call this event B, where the sensors in the first two intervals give readings 1, while the sensors in the last two intervals give readings O. We illustrate the events A and B in Fig. 2 . Since the transmitter can be arbitrarily located, x can be anywhere in L. Thus, essentially, we need all intervals of length r s (n) and E( n) /2 to have at least one sensor, which we define as event Ac and B£., respectively.
To find the probability that all intervals of length r s (n) and E(n)/ 2 have at least one sensor, we use Lemma 1. Note that the setting in this Theorem is identical to Lemma 1, where n sensors (in place of transmitters) with radio range r s (n) are deployed randomly in L. From Lemma 1, if rs(n) is less than order log n , then limn--+oo P( each point in 12 is covered) < n C2 , where C2 < 1 is a constant. If any point on 12 is not covered, then surely the interval of length 2r s (n) around it has no sensor. Hence, if 2r s (n) is less than order lo� n , then there exists an interval of width 2r s (n) that does not have any sensor with probability greater than 1 -C2. Similarly, if E( n) is less than order lo� n , there exists an interval of width E( n) that does not have any sensor with probability
Depiction of the uncertainty in J�)smitter location for the lower bound.
greater than 1 -C2. Therefore, if 2rs(n) is less than order lo � n or c ( n) is less than order lo � n , then events A£ or B £ are violated that are necessary for having (1 -Avoid) :s; c ( n).
Th ·f I · <e n) -0 I · rs(n) -0 th us, 1 lill n -+oo 10" n -or lill n -+oo log n -, en P((I-Avoid):S; c(n n )) < las n --+ 00. n • Thus, Theorem 1 show that it is not possible to recover the available whitespace with an error smaller than 10 ; n with arbitrarily high probability as n gets large.
The result for the 2-dimensional region is as follows. For the 2-dimensional case, we consider L to be a unit square S. Then the recovered whitespace is defined as Avoid = U� =l (1-bi) [JB(Xi, r s) nS] , where JB(x, r) is a ball with center
x and radius r, if Xi is the location of the sensor and bi = 1 if there is a transmitter in JB(Xi' rs), and bi = 0 otherwise. With this definition of Avoid and whitespace area Avoid = V(Avoid), where v (.) is the Lebesgue measure, we use the problem formulation in (2) to find the optimal error c ( n) and radio range r s (n).
Theorem 2: For a 2-dimensional region, if l iill n -+oo fo�n2 = o or l iill n -+oo JS I�;� =0, then P ((1 -Avoid) :s; c(n )) < n 1 as n --+ 00.
Proof Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, using 2dimensional part of Lemma 1.
• Next, we show that, in the I-dimensional case, if rs( n) = e ( 10 � n ) and c ( n) = e (10� n ), then the lower bound on the whitespace recovery error obtamed in Theorem 1 is tight. For the proof, we will need the following Chernoff bound result.
Lemma 2: Let Xl, X2, ... be identical and independently distributed Bernoulli random variables with mean lE{Xi}' and let X = L� =l Xi, with lE{X} = fJ. Then for 0 < 0 < 1, we have that P(X < (1 -O)fJ) :s; exp ( -¥ ) .
Theorem 3: If rs( n) = e ( lo � n ) , then for c(n ) e C o � n ) , P(I-Avoid:S; c (n)) --+ I as n --+ 00.
Proof Let r s (n) = ( c l � g n ) , where c > I is a constant.
Divide L into smaller non-overlapping intervals of length ( c l � g n ) , and index these segments as Zl to Z I ( c I,;' g n ) l . Let the number of sensors lying in Zk be Nk. From the Chernoff bound in Lemma 2, P(Nk < c l � gn ) :s; n-c/8, and taking the union bound, P(Nk < c l � gn for any k) < c 4 n l -c/8, where C 4 is a constant. Thus, for c > 8, with high probability, each small interval Zk contains at least c l � g n sensors.
Since Proof See Appendix A.
• In this section, we showed that, in the I-dimensional setting, both the radio range and the whitespace recovery error optimally scale as lo � n asymptotically in n. For finding the lower bound, we leveraged the results on the I-coverage problem. Then, we used a Chernoff bound result to show h h . I f ·d h log n . log n . h t at eac mterva o· WI t ---:ncontams -2 -sensors WIt high probability. Since rs( n) is of the order J o � n , we get a whitespace recovery accuracy of the order of lo � n for large n. In deriving this result, we assumed that the sensor readings were error-free. Surprisingly, the above results hold even when the sensors are unreliable, as we show in the following section.
IV. UNRELIABLE SENSORS
We can extend our results to the case when sensors make an error in their reading with probability p < � independently of all other sensors, due to, for example, hardware failures at the node, receiver noise, interference leakage from other frequency bands, etc. That is, a sensor reading could be I even if there is no transmitter within a range of r s around it (i. e. , a false alarm), or a sensor reading could be 0 even if there is a transmitter within a range of r s around it (i. e. , a missed detection), and both events happen with probability at most p. The lower bound on the whitespace recovery error is the same as in the case of reliable sensors, since the error with unreliable sensors cannot be better than that with reliable sen sors. For finding the matching upper bound on the whitespace recovery error, we let the radio range be of order lo � n , so that each interval of width log n contains roughly l og n sensors with n high probability. Then, for each interval of width l o� n , we can use a majority rule for declaring the presence or absence of transmitter in that interval. Since there are a large number of sensors (roughly l og n) in each interval, if p < 1/2, from a repetition coding argument it follows that the probabilities of false alarm and missed detection go to zero for large n.
Thus, we can conclude that if the radio range is such that there are enough number of sensors in each small interval, asymptotically, the lack of reliability of the sensors has no effect on the whitespace recovery error.
V. TRANSMITTER LOCALIZATION
In this section, we are interested in finding how many transmitters are present and their locations on £ using binary readings from the n sensors that are uniformly randomly distributed on £, which is a more general problem than finding the white space (Section III).
As in the previous section, each sensor is assumed to have sensing radius 's (n), and has two possible readings, 1 if there is at least one transmitter at a distance of 's from it, or 0 otherwise. To estimate the number of transmitters and their locations, we note that each disjoint region containing sensors that returned the value 1 contains at least one transmitter. Hence, we estimate the number of transmitters to be equal to the number of disjoint regions containing sensors that returned the value 1, and we estimate the transmitter locations Xi to be the geometric centroid of each such region. Note that, any contiguous region containing sensors that returned the value of 1 could potentially have more than 1 transmitter. 2 This could lead to errors in estimating the number of transmitters and/or their locations, as there is no way of identifying the number of transmitters within regions containing sensors that measured a 1. To overcome this, in this section, we assume that any two transmitters are at at least J (n) > 0 distance apart. As we will see, under mild assumptions on J (n), it is possible to correctly estimate the number of transmitters and their locations with high probability, as n ---f 00.
Let there be M transmitters on £, and the true location of transmitter j be X j ' Let the estimate of M be denoted by M and let the estimate of the location of the it h transmitter usi ' ng the n sensor readings be denoted by Xi, i = 1, 2, ... , M . We are interested in finding minimum error E(n), transmitter separation J(n) and radio range Is(n), that solve the optimiza- IX2 -xII = J (n) between them. To be able to decide that two transmitters are present, i) at least one sensor has to lie between Xl and X2 with a reading of 0, or ii) rs(n) has to be less than or equal to J(n), since otherwise the sensors lying outside the interval (Xl, X2) cannot discern whether there are one or two transmitters, as both Xl and X2 may possibly be in their range r s.
Since the two transmitters can be arbitrarily located on £, condition i) implies that each interval of length J (n) on £ should contain at least one sensor or r s (n) < J(n). Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, the probabil ity that each interval of length J (n) contains at least one sensor is upper bounded by a constant less than 1 if l im n -+oo fo� n 2 = O. We already know that, for 11 ' m rs(n) Proof Follows identically along the lines of the proof of Theorem 5, and by using the result in the proof of Theorem 2.
• Our next result shows that for the I-dimensional case, E( n) = r s (n) = J (n) = 8 (' o� n ) is suffi � ient . for estim � t�ng the number and location of transmitters With high probability, asymptotically in n. Proof Let rs(n) = cl�gn, c > 1, and let the minimum transmitter separation J(n) = dl�gn, where d > 10c. Divide the region £ into smaller intervals of length ( l oe � O g n ) , and index these segments as Zl to Zi ( _n _ )l ' Hence, each I IOc log 11. interval Zk contains at most one transmitter. Partition each Zi into five equal parts of width ( 2 C l�g n ) , and index them with Pi , l, ... , Pi , 5 . Let the number of sensors lying in Pi , j be Ni,j . From the Chernoff bound, P(Ni,j < clog n) ::; n -c/ 4 , and taking the union bound, P( Ni,j < clogn for any i, j = 1, ... ,5) < C 4 n l -c/ 4 , where C 4 is a constant. Thus, with high probability, each partition of each interval contains at least clog n sensors for large enough c.
Consider any interval Zk. If all the sensor readings in Zk are zero, or if only the readings of the sensors lying in left half of Pk , l or right half of Pk , 5 are 1, then no transmitter lies in Zk. Otherwise, we know that there is a transmitter lying in Zk, say Xi . Note that, it is hardest to detect the location of transmitter lying in Zk if there are transmitters in both intervals Zkl and zk+l, and they lie closest to the boundary of Zk> as shown in Fig. 3 , where black dots represent the transmitters.
Let Xi E Pk ,j ' Then, an interval Wi of width e c l�g n ) around Xi contains at least (c l � g n ) sensors with high probability from the Chernoff bound, and all these sensors have reading 1. In addition, irrespective of the index j of partition Pk ,j to which Xi belongs, there exists 1m, 1m E {I, ... , 5} for which all sensors lying in the partition Pk , l= have a reading of 0, since all the sensors lying in Pk , l= are at a distance greater than the radio range (c l � g n ) from the transmitter Xi in Pk ,j . For example, in Fig. 3 , aU sensors lying in Pk , 4 have their reading equal to O. Hence, using the readings from sensors in Wi and Pk , lm ' we can localize the transmitter in Wi, and the uncertainty about the it h transmitter location is no more than twice the width of any partition. This equals ( 4 c l�g n ) , and hence, I Xi -Xi I < ( 4C l�g n ) . Since this is true for each transmitter i, M = M, the total localization error '\"m a x {M, M } l xx l < ,\"M ( 4 c logn ) < M ( 4 c logn ) with L.." , =l " -L.." , =l nn high probability. This concludes the proof. We tile the unit square S into smaller squares Si,j with side J I Oc �O g n . We further partition each small square into 25 smaller squares, with side tJ l Oc�O gn . Using the Chernoff bound, each smaller square contains at least clog n sensors for, large enough c. Thereafter, the proof follows identically to the proof of Theorem 7.
• In this section, we showed that as long as the minimum separation between any two transmitters is of order lo � n , the localization error is of the same order of the whitespace identification error. This is surprising, since whitespace iden tification is a simpler problem than transmitter localization. In practice, since transmitters typically have a minimum geographical separation, the separation requirement for our results to hold is easily satisfied, and, hence, the number of transmitters and their locations can be detected efficiently.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
We consider M transmitters and n sensors deployed uni formly at random locations over £: = [0,1). Sensors return a 1 if there is a transmitter within the sensing radius r s around them, and return 0 otherwise. We identify the whitespace as the total area spanned by the 2r s regions around sensors that return O. To estimate the number of transmitters and their locations, we first identify the occupied space as the union of the 2r s regions around sensors that return 1. Then, for each contiguous occupied region of width smaller than 2rs, we identify one transmitter at the center of the region. In contiguous occupied regions of width greater than 2r s, we identify l width/ 2r sJ transmitters, placed uniformly in the region. We compute the probability of the whitespace recovered exceeding 1 -E(n), i. e. , the objective function in (2), with E(n) = log(n)/n, and the probability of the transmitter localization error as in (3) . Figure 4 shows the probability of the whitespace recovered exceeding 1 -E(n), i. e. , the objective function in (2), versus the number of sensors n, with M = 1 and 4 transmitters. To show the behavior over a similar range of values of n, we use E(n) = log(n)/n in the M = 1 transmitter case, and E(n) = 410g(n)/n for the M = 4 transmitter case. We see that radio range scaling of r s (n) = log( n) / n outperforms other faster or slower scaling factors, which is in line with the result in Theorem 3.
In Fig. 5 , we plot the probability that the sum absolute error in localizing the transmitters is < E( n), given by (3) .
We set E(n) = log(n)/n, and compare the performance of three different scalings for rs: log(n)/n, (log(n)/n)2, and vlog(n)/n, for M = 1 and M = 4 transmitters. We see that log( n) / n captures the optimal scaling of the radio range with n, and it significantly outperforms the other scalings considered. Moreover, even at moderate or low values of n, scaling r s (n) at a rate that is higher or lower than log( n) / n results in a significant degradation in the performance.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied the recovery of whitespace using n binary sensors that are deployed at random locations within a given geographical area. We derived the limiting behavior of the recovered whitespace as a function of n and and the sens ing radius rs, and showed that both the whitespace recovery error (loss) and the radio range optimally scale as log(n)/n as n gets large. We showed that, surprisingly, the radio range scaling of log( n) / n is optimal even with unreliable sensors.
Using the sum absolute error in transmitter localization as the metric, we analyzed the optimal scaling of the radio range that minimizes the localization error with high probability, as n gets large. We derived the corresponding optimal localization error, and showed that it scales as log( n) / n as well. Our results yielded useful insights into the interplay between the number of sensors to be deployed and the corresponding optimal radio range for detecting transmitters, that maximizes the recovered whitespace and accurately localizes the transmitters within the given geographical area.
ApPENDIX A
UPPER BOUND ON THE RECOVERY ERROR IN THE

2-DIMENSIONAL SETTING
Proof Here, we show that, if r s (n) = e ( V lo � n ) and E(n) = e C o � n ) , then P(l -Avoid :s; E(n)) ---+ 1 as n ---+ 00. Let rs(n) = (Vcl � gn) . where c > 1 is a constant. We tile the unit square S into smaller squares si ,j with side v c l � gn , where i, j E {I, ... , i (V c l : gn )l }. Let the number of sensors lying in Si j be Ni j . From the Chernoff bound in Lenuna 2, P(Ni j < c l � gn ) :s; n-c/8 , and taking the union bound P(N· < c logn for any i J' ) < c 4 n1-c/8 , 1 , J 2 ' , where C 4 is a constant. Thus, for c > 8, each small square si ,j contains at least c l � gn sensors with high probability.
Since there are M transmitters, at most M small squares among si ,j ,i,j E {I, ... , i (V c l : gn )l } contain any transmitter. Let the radio range r s = V c l � n . Then, a transmitter lying in smaller square si ,j can only influence readings of sensors lying in 9 adjacent smaller squares Si±l ,j ±l, Si±l ,j , Si ,j ±l, Si ,j ' Therefore, there are at least r ( c ,: g n ) l -9M smaller squares among all smaller squares Si ,j ' S in which all sensor readings are O. Thus, an area of (r ( c ,: g n) l -9M ) (c , � g '?: ) contains no transmitter, i. e.
Avoid > ( I( c l : gn )l -9M ) ( � l � gn ) > 1 -9M ( Cl � gn l ' Therefore, with high probability, (1 -Avoid) :s; 9M ( c l � n , completing the proof. 
